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01. Printed Misaki Japanese
Natural Cotton -
4062230g

02. Printed Giancarlo Italy
Chiffon Collection -
4062341a

03. Printed Misaki Japanese
Natural Cotton -
4062230e

04. Green Shopping Bag
KCB 002

05. Printed Adriano Italian
Pearl Crepe Collection -
4279002a

06. Printed Giancarlo Italian
Chiffon - 4062341g

07. Printed Misaki Japanese
Natural Cotton
Embroidery - 4062318b

08. Printed Takahiro
Japanese Cotton -
4062231d

09. Baju Kurung (Secondary
School) - (C1-C5)

10. Chinese Brocade -
4512330j
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Snap & Win Contest

Terms and Conditions

* This contest is open to all Malaysian who are 18 and above.
* Photo with the most “Like” vote on our Facebook photo Album will be the winner.
* Judges to perform final audit to ensure contestant not using any software or fault
     voting.
* Final decision of the winner will be came from judges.
* All photos entered in our contest must be the original photo taken by contestant
   or contestant get the rights from the photo owner. Kamdaronline will not be
   responsible for “stolen” photos or photo entered illegally.
* Enhanced photos will not be accepted. The only exception is a photo turned to
    black & white or sephia no black & white colour added.
* You agree not to post any abusive, obscene, vulgar, slanderous, hateful,
    threatening, sexually-orientated or any other material that may violate any
    applicable laws. You agree that the webmaster , administrators and
    moderators of kamdaronline.com photo contest. Gallery have the right to
    remove or edit any content at any time should they see fit. As a user you
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    agree to any information you have entered above being stored in a database.
    While this information will not be disclosed to any third party without your
    consent the webmaster and administrator cannot be held responsible for
    any hacking attempt that may lead to the data being compromised.
* This sites uses cookies to store information on your local computer.
    These cookies serve only to improve your viewing pleasure. The email 
     ddress is used only for confirming your registration details and password.
* By sending us the photo you are granting us permission to post your 
     picture on our website at www.kamdaronline.com and our blogs.
* You must agree to these terms and rules on the entry form for your 
    photo to be accepted into the contest.
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